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Inserts Constants
Insert Variable:
This constant allows you to use any set variable in the script as a parameter.
A common use of this constant relates to filling forms on a site. With a ui text
box set to #username, you can call the input value of the text box and place it
in the form field:

By adding the UI Text Box (1) we set the variable to #username which will be
used to fill the form field (2).

When you drag the form field into the scripting area, you will see the
parameters box. Right click in the rounded rectangle (1), and choose the insert
variable option (2).
Whatever is placed in the ui text box by the user will now be transferred to the
form field when the script is run.

Insert List:
This constant allows you to use the contents of a list as a parameter. This is
commonly used when one wants to save a list to a file.

Having created a list in the script we will now save it to a file using the insert
list constant.
You first want to drag the “save to file” command from the Variable commands
menu into the scripting area:

The first parameter asks for a file name and location to save the file to. You
can browse for an existing file, or you can create one by adding the name of
the file to the end of the path:

In this case if you added “C:\newfile.txt” into (1) where “newfile.txt” does not
currently exist, it will be created for you. You then want to right click the
content area and choose the insert list option:

Your save to file node will then look like this:

Insert Table:
This constant, just like the insert list constant, allows you to use the contents
of a table as a parameter. Again, we will use the save to file example, as the
process is exactly the same. Follow the steps in the previous example, except
you will want to choose “insert table” from the context menu when choosing
the parameters for the “save to file” command:

Insert String:
This constant allows you to define the parameter using a string. This constant
can be used as a shortcut when editing nodes. For this example we will edit
the value of a set parameter:

In order to edit the content of this parameter, we can right click on the red
area containing the content:

This will bring up the parameters box where you can directly edit the value:

Insert Open File:
This constant allows you to change the file path of an existing file in your
script. This is another way to edit a node directly from the scripting area.
In this case we will create a list using $list from file and then change the path
using the insert open file command:

Just like in previous examples, we can change the file path directly from the
scripting area by right clicking on the file path (in the red area) and choosing
“insert open file”:

You would then choose the new file path in the parameter box by either
browsing or entering the path directly.

Insert Save File:
This constant works the same way as the “insert open file” constant except you
use it to change the path in a “save to file” command.

In this case we want to change the path to save the file to. We again start by
right clicking the file path in the node and choosing “insert save file”:

You would then choose the new file path in the parameter box by either
browsing or entering the path directly.

Math Constants
Eval Constant:
This constant allows you to return the value of a mathematical function or
JavaScript. This could be a simple math string (under $eval the parameter 1+1
would return "2", or it could be more complicated math or JavaScript involving
variables. You will use variables the same way you would use variables in any
piece of text.

A more complex math function would be Math.ceil({1}/10) where {1} might be
your list total. It would then divide the list total by 10 and round up to the next
whole number. This can be very useful to determine the number of cycles in a
loop when there are (in this example) 10 results per scraped page.

Rand Constant:
This constant chooses a random number between the minimum and maximum
values.
Just insert a minimum value and a maximum value and it will return a random
number between those two values:

If 0 and 10 are entered in the parameter boxes, it will return a number
between 0 and 10.

Account Constants (See Image at the end of section which provides an example for all
the account constants)

First Name Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands,
returns a random first name (i.e. Paula)

Last Name Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands,
returns a random last name (i.e. Sanchez)

EMail Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands,
returns a random email address (i.e. gutturalstorero@text2re.com)

Username Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands,
returns a random username. (i.e. fatcatlady)

Password Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands
returns a random password (i.e. UGVWDMSNCC)

Zip Code Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands
returns a random zip code (i.e. 29713)

Birth Day Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands,
returns a random day of the month (i.e. 1-31).

Birth Month Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands,
returns a random month (i.e. 1-12).

Birth Month Word Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands,
returns a random month name (i.e. January, February, etc.).

Birth Year Constant:
This constant, when used with the create account or build account commands,
returns a random birth year (i.e. 1959)

For this example a variable will be set using each of the ten account constants
and then the results will be displayed in the browser. We will first use the
“Create Account” command choosing female as the parameter. That simply

means this script will always return a female first name, and it won’t be
repeated each time the script is run:

We will then set the parameters (10) using the account constants:

Since I coded a write to browser node, all the values will be displayed in the
browser when the script is run:

Captcha Constant:
For use with the the captcha solving commands, this constant displays the
results of said captcha command. The following Captcha image will be chosen:

Right click the image and choose it by attribute (using src as the attribute):

Next choose the “decode chosen Captcha from the Captcha Commands menu
located in the right click context menu of the browser:

You will then drag the input field (under the image) into the scripting area and
choose the $captcha constant:

When the script is run you will get a popup where you will enter the correct
Captcha. After pressing OK, it will automatically fill the field with the answer
you provided (It works the same way with automatic Captcha solving as well):

Enter the correct response and press “Ok”:

The three nodes used to accomplish this are:

Variable Constants
List Total:
This constant returns the total number of items on a list. There are
numerous ways in which this can be applied to your script. For this
example let’s assume a list of numbers from 1-100 has been created. The
idea will be to remove any numbers that are greater than 75.
The $list total constant will be used in the loop as the number of cycles to
run (we want the loop to run exactly the same number of times as we have
items on the list.
First create the list from a file:

The next step is to drag a loop command into the scripting area from the
flow commands menu. Once you do that you will be asked to enter the

number of cycles the loop should run. This is where you will enter the $list
total constant by right clicking in the parameter box:

Choose list total and the name of the list you are using. When done
correctly your node will look like this:

NOTE: By adding a UI Stat Monitor and watching the same list total you used
for the loop, you can see exactly how many items are in your list.

List Position:
This constant returns the current numerical position of UBot in a list. It is
very useful when you want to choose a specific item from a list.
Keep in mind that lists and tables are 0 based meaning the first item (in a
list) and the first row/column (in a table) has the numerical value of 0.
That means a list with ten items has the list positions 0-9 and NOT 1-10.
Zero is the first list item and 9 is the last list item. So Item #1 is in position
#0:

This constant makes it easy to loop through a list and address the items in
their respective positions.

Random List Item:
This constant returns a line from a list, at random. So given the image from
the previous reference:

If $random list item was chosen, it would return a random item from the list
(i.e. Kangaroos).

Next List Item:
This constant will return the list item at the list's current position, and then
increment the list's position by one.
This constant is the easiest way to loop through a list sequentially (from
position 0 to the end of the list).
Given a list containing the numbers 1-25, we will loop through the list using
the $next list item constant:

We will create the loop using the $list total constant:

Inside the loop we will use an if/then statement to set a condition.

In this case we will simply stop the script when the list item is greater than
15:

1) Place an if/then node in the scripting area and click on the qualifier place
holder to highlight it. Drag an evaluate command (from the qualifier
menu into the place holder.

2) For the first value in the parameter box, right click and choose $next list
item from the variables context menu. Highlight the greater than symbol,
and type the number 15 in the second value parameter box. Your node
should now look like this:

Now drag a stop script command into the “then” area of the node. When run,
this script will loop through the list until it reaches a value greater than 15 and
stop the script. It important to note that if you place a set list position node
just above the loop node you can loop through the list as many times as you
like without the worry of exceeding the range of the list. The set list position
command effectively “resets” the list back to the first position.

Previous List Item:
This constant will return the list item at the list's current position, and then
decrement the list's position by one.
This constant works exactly the same as $next list position except you would
work from the end of a list and work up it.

So instead of looping through a list from position 0 to position 9, you loop
through it from position 9 to position 0.
This constant is the easiest way to loop through a list sequentially (from the
very last list position to the beginning of the list [position 0]).

List Item:
This constant will return the list item at the specified position. You can either
specify the position at the time you choose the constant, or you can set the
position in a variable.
The following image shows the position being set in a variable for the purpose
of looping through a list:

1) Set the variable called “position” to 0
2) Evaluate the list item using the #position variable as the position (3)
4) Increment the variable “position by 1

By incrementing the variable at the bottom of the loop it will change to 1 in
the second cycle of the loop ( 2 in the third cycle, etc.). So the loop will
evaluate the item in position 0, then position 1 all the way down to the end
of the list, or in this case, under the condition returns true. (It finds a
number greater than 15).

Read File:
This constant loads a file for use in a parameter. You can also call a file from a
URL location for use within a parameter.
This constant is particularly useful when used in conjunction with the $replace
constant. The reason is it loads the text as a single block of text that can be
manipulated without looping through the lines of text. The list in this example
contains the following numbers:

The idea is to replace all of the 0’s with 9’s. We will use the read file constant
to achieve this.

The first step is to set a variable. In this case we will call it #myfile. The
content of the variable will be the $read file constant which will call the file you
select. In this case my file is a list of numbers:

Ultimately we want the list to look like this:

So the next step is to add another set command, but keep in mind we are
setting the same variable again. In this case the set variable will be #myfile
again, only this time the content will be a replace command. The reason this
works is because the variable is already set to a block of text (not a line by line
list):

Once you have chosen the replace constant you will see another parameter box
that requires you to add the source (which in this case is the original variable
#myfile), the text to search for (in this case “0” and what to replace it with (in
this case “9”) :

At this point just use a save to file command, and save the variable #myfile to
the same file you read from. Your new file will have the list we wanted:

List From File:
This constant, when combined with the “add to list” command, pulls
information from a file into a list. Items are separated with a new line.
Very simple, if you have a text file that contains a list of numbers, you can
create a list in UBot using the content of the text file:

Simply drag the “add to list” command into the scripting area from the variable
commands menu, and choose list from file:

List From Text:
This constant breaks a string of text into a list by delimiting the values based
on a delimiter of your choosing. Where $list from file creates a list that mimics
the text file that you load, paragraph/line breaks and all, $list from text allows
you to work directly with CSV and other delimited files.
The original .csv file looks like this:

You can now create a list from this file in UBot using the following code:

The first command is “add to list” from the variable commands menu. You will
then choose a list (or create a new one by providing a new name), and use the
$list from text constant as the content (from the variable constants menu):

In the next parameter box you will choose the $read file constant from the
same menu and choose the file you wish to create a list from. You will also
select the delimiter you wish to use. Since this file is a .csv (comma separated
value) file a comma was chosen.

Text From List:
This constant creates a text string based on a list. It will connect the list items
with the specified connector. It works in exactly the opposite manner as $list
from text.

The list that was created from the .csv file in the previous example can now be
saved to a new file using any delimiter you choose.
For example, the original .csv file, if opened in a text editor looks like this:

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

If you would like to save this text in a new file using “:” as a delimiter, you
would simply implement the $text from list constant to achieve this.

The first step is to bring the “save to file” command into the scripting area.
Provide the location and name of the file you wish to save to. From there use
the $text from list as the constant and choose the list you wish to use. Provide
a delimiter (in this case the “:”). That’s it. The new file looks like this:

Text Constants
Story Title:
This constant must be used after $find story. This returns the headline or title
of the story – as in the $find story constant, this command is not always
completely accurate.

Find Story:
The $find story constant should return the "story content" on a page – that is,
it automatically returns the main article and only the main article on a news or
blog page. This is not always 100% accurate.

After navigating to this food blog,
1) A variable was set containing the constant $find story.
2) A second variable was set containing the constant $story title

3) The variables were written to the browser using the write to browser
command.
4) The most likely story to be retrieved by the constants.
The results correctly identified the story and title:

Spin:
This constant will return a random selecting of parts of text in spin format. An
example of spin format might be: {my|our} {cat|dog|rabbit} went to {the
store|the bicycle shop|cuba} for some reason. Spin format is recursive, so you
can nest brackets.
We will use the above text as the example:
{my|our} {cat|dog|rabbit} went to {the store|the bicycle shop|cuba} for some
reason
The code is simple. Just add a ui block text, and in this case, a write to
browser to see the results:

Enter the above text into the ui block text element and hit play. Each time you
hit play a new sentence will appear in the browser.

New Line:
$new line creates a line break.

Nothing:
This constant Returns an empty value. This is a great constant to use when
cleaning up scraped data when used in conjunction with the $replace constant.
(See the $replace reference below for an example of this).

Replace:
Returns a piece of text modified from an original by replacing a piece of it with
another. For example, if you started with the orininal text "blue dog
democrats", and you replaced "blue" with "wiener", the result would be "wiener
dog democrats"

The simplest way to demonstrate this constant is to set a variable with the tex
above:

To replace the text we will re-set the variable using the $replace constant:

1) Re-set the variable #mytext using $replace as the content. The three
parameters (as seen in the image) are original text = #mytext, search for
= “blue” and replace with = “weiner”. Add a write to browser command
to see the results.
2) The results show the new text after the replace has taken place.
As promised in the $nothing constant reference, you can use this same
example except instead of using “weiner” in the replace parameter, use
$nothing instead and the result will be “dog democrats”.

Document Constants
URL:
This constant returns the current url of the browser page. To see how it works
simply set a variable using $url as the content. Then add a ui stat monitor and
monitor that variable. Every time you navigate to a new page it will show the
url in the ui stat monitor:

When I navigate to Google, the stat monitor will show:

Title:
This constant returns the current page title of the browser page. (see example
below)

Meta Description:
This constant returns the current meta description of the browser page. (see
example below)

Meta Keywords:
This constant returns the current meta keywords of the browser page. (see
example below).

Each variable was set to its respective document constant and then written to
the browser (after navigating to Google):

In many cases the meta description and keywords will not be present (as in
this example). But they will be returned if they are available.

Document Text:
This constant returns the html code of the current browser page.

System Constants
Document Folder:
This constant shows the current directory of the computer’s document folder.
This constant is actually defined as a Special Folder in the Windows Operating
System, but existed in UBot prior to the integration of the Special Folders
Constant. Therefore it remains separate from the special folders.
This can be used to define a path that will be constant on any Windows
operating system. Therefore you can, for example, save to file using this
command and know it will save the file to the Documents folder on any
Windows machine:

Application Folder:
This constant shows the directory that the program is in. This constant can be
used to identify the path the current application (Ubot) is running from.
Since a compiled bot is considered a standalone application, you may want to
distribute it in its own directory (i.e. a folder containing the compiled bot and
any other files required by the program). If your bot creates (or saves) files,

you can use this constant to save them in the directory you provided. This is
very useful because it allows the folder containing the bot to be placed
anywhere on the user’s computer and the files would still be saved or created
in that directory:

Return Value:This constant, when used in conjunction with return command
(found in the flow command menu), runs a sub or script and returns the sub or

script's return value:
The sub is created and contains a set command where a math function ($eval)
is executed. A return command is then added to store the value of the results.
We can use the $return value to run the sub and return the value of it’s
contents. In this case “5”. The value was set to a variable which is monitored
in the ui stat monitor.
The stat monitor then displays the resulting value:

Date:
This constant returns the current date and time in the following format:
dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss
In this example we will simply write the current date to the browser window:

Which returns:

Note: You can add html tags (as I did) to refine the output of the data.

